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Token Sale







totaleth


8.72078421350 000

ico starts

current price
0.000625 ETHfor 1 Ziber


* The final price for 1 token will be defined at the end of the ICO.



 




contract address:
0xAb98922CA2be48214539c7D5Dc63a343d14d7227



The Smart Contract starts receiving funds 27.07.2017 12:00 GMT. 
All funds sent earlier will be rejected by the Smart Contract and will be sent back.

* Send only ETH. Set the Gas Limit to 250 000. Do not send funds from exchanges!









10% of tokens will go to Bitcoin and Ethereum owners as a bonus absolutely for free.

When transferring funds to our contract address, you automatically agree with Terms & Conditions.















ICO








Our ICO

Ziber LTD is going to launch ICO on July 27, 2017 12:00 GMT. 100 million Ziber tokens 
will be issued. We use the Ethereum blockchain platform to do that.

80% of tokens will be placed at the ICO, the team gets 10% and 10% is distributed as 
a bonus. We accept Ethereum payments. Tokens will be transferred immediately after 
the ICO end. They will be free to use, sell, buy, invest, etc.




ICO terms

	10 days ICO.

	The minimum threshold sum is £1 million. If you don't reach the payment, all funds will be 
returned to subscribers.

	With the attraction of £10 million, the ICO will be completed within 24 hours.






Why we attract money?

Ziber is almost ready. We do not need money for debugging or modifying the product. 
Our team burns with enthusiasm to embody this global project into reality.

All ICO funds will go entirely to the following items:

	Speed up promotion and advertising. New offices in the most popular countries.

	Setting up additional server capacity with debugging infrastructure.

	Hiring high-class lawyers located in various jurisdictions in the world.



Before ICO, the free version for the PC program will go out. This app gives an opportunity 
to call and do blockchain operations. Also users can bind their wallets to Ziber.

After the ICO, the source codes of the Ziber project will go out on GitHub (before the ICO 
launch, the main part is laid out).

Mobile apps on Android and iOS are completely ready and tested. Before the ICO, their 
codes will remain confidential to exclude any possible risk from future competitors.







Token distribution

	
10% of tokens will go to Bitcoin and Ethereum owners as a bonus absolutely 
for free. We have made a distribution in proportion to the average wallet 
balance of users.

Ziber tokens will be distributed only between those people who will add 
their wallet. The binding will be closed when the ICO ends. This is done in 
order to calculate the exact number of shares distributed to each participant 
who will add the wallet.

What's the point? We want that each user can use the blockchain technology 
of Ziber. It is the best advertising that instantly creates a huge customer base, 
which further starts the Ziber promotion by itself.

We believe in cryptocurrencies and consider that it is fair to give gifts to other 
people who also believe in them.

How are the tokens distributed? The snapshot of the Bitcoin and Ethereum 
blockchain will be made on July 26, 2017 12:00 GMT. Based on this snapshot a 
binding will be performed.

The Ziber client will ask you to make a micro-payment from the attached wallet 
(no need for a private key). If this is a Bitcoin wallet, you will need to specify the 
Ethereum wallet to charge the Ziber bonuses. If the wallet belongs to Ethereum, 
you will get bonuses out there.

These tokes will be available within 3 months after the ICO. This will reduce the 
token’s price volatility immediately after the launch.


	
We will keep 10% as an option for the Ziber investors + project team. Tokens will 
be frozen for a year without any possibility of its withdrawal or sale. It will show 
potential ICO investors that the Ziber team has long-range goals.


	
80% of tokens are distributed on open sale without any bonus rates and shares. 
These tokens are available for trading immediately after the end of the ICO. 











Terms & Conditions

















How it works




Ziber is a decentralized system of masternodes around the world installed on different servers or VPS. The Ziber mobile application is easy to download to your smartphone (from Android and iOS) and redirects VOIP calls from mobile phones, Internet applications and other devices to the main blockchain system.

Most mobile provides all around the world have different subscriptions including free calls within the same mobile network or within your city.

The Ziber client on a mobile phone allows other people call using the phone as a proxy server for routing.

This call is completely free. There is no need to pay even $0.000001 to a mobile provider.







How we make money




The Ziber payment applies to all calls to mobiles and landlines. Due to the fact that the cost price of such a call is equal to 0, we can set call charge rates several times less than Skype, Viber and hundreds of IP telephony companies.

From every dollar earned we deduct a part of profits to owners of masternodes who installed them on their servers and people who have provided their mobile numbers as a proxy server.

We are going after the $90 billion market that grows an average 10% per year. And we get a significant market share that stimulates even more the growth of the market itself based on a drastic reduction in call costs.

Help: Download the White Paper. We've made the file that explains in detail how Ziber works and how each of us can make money on it.

















Features







The Ziber platform is an ironclad practical solution. It was created to eliminate

a specific problem related to the economy of collaborative consumption.

On the one hand, Uber reduced taxi costs and shortened the time of the call.

On the other hand, it gave an opportunity to car owners to make money.

On the one hand, Airbnb reduced the rental cost for travelers and simplified its booking process.

On the other hand, it gave an opportunity to owners of their apartments to earn money on dwelling services.

On the one hand, Ziber drastically reduces the cost of international calls.

On the other hand, it gives an opportunity to earn each smartphone owner.




















Price







The connection price is formed based on the technology used by Uber. We use the time of day, the route loading and proxy availability.







	Country	Skype	Viber*	Ziber**
	Australia	0.023	0.099	0.01
	Brazil	0.03	0.14	0.01
	UK	0.043	0.059	0.01
	Germany	0.023	0.08	0.02
	China	0.02	0.013	0.005
	Singapore	0.023	0.019	0.01
	USA	0.023	0.019	0.01
	Thailand	0.023	0.09	0.02
	France	0.023	0.07	0.015
	Japan	0.023	0.098	0.02


* The Viber price for outgoing calls to mobile phones

** The Ziber price is floating. We use maximum prices here. Usually it can be lower.














Mission











We believe that the blockchain technology is changing the world for the better. Barriers between 
 people and countries are being 
removed, bureaucracy is going down, prices are 
 bringing down, trading applications like bitcoin revolution software are revolutionizing the industry, 
any business processes are becoming faster and more efficient.

We are proud that we are the first ones who offer a solution based on the blockchain platform 
 for the economy of collaborative 
consumption. We are engaged in not individual, highly 
 specialized problems, but we solve an extremely crucial task for all mankind.




















Try It Now







DOWNLOAD ZIBER
Windows xp-10 32/64 bit

Checksums SHA256: 3b4db1b0cbc1e9c0427eca423835420e0
7fbcf9822320aab237bd841b7800336

HOWTO Use & Get Bonus tokens

* Ziber has a policy open source platform that gives everyone the opportunity to look at the source code on GitHub.


















Team














Mark Braun

Founder and CEO




Mark Braun worked during 4 years as a business analyst, and then he was engaged in a big advertising project in digital marketing. He has been involved in the digital currency sector since 2012 and has many years of experience in various sales and marketing roles. His experience includes corporate finance, business development, strategy consulting, commodities trading and private equity investments.











 









Michail Kaufman

Co-Founder and CTO




Kaufman after graduating received a good practical experience of using blockchain technology during his work in uncle's IT company. Right now he works with blockchain innovations and alternative finance space. His responsibilities is to develop exciting new innovative solutions with Blockchain and keeping abreast of new technologies in Blockchain space.



















	 








Jason White

Co-Founder Operations and Business




Jason White is a principle consultant at Ziber with 21 Years experience within Financial Services, Business and Management Consultancy. Specializing in Financial Services and General Management of fast moving organizations and their staffs within the United Kingdom and International locations. Experience of Strategic Sales and forward planning roles within the tight financial disciplines imposed by ambitious budgets.











 






	 








Michael Cordy

Co-Founder and CEO Token Marketing




Michael Cordy is an executive search professional and private consultant at Ziber with many years' experience in business. He is responsible for the development of the international news agency, the search of new clients in Moscow and Washington and closely worked with different international mass media organizations and public organizations, and other leading companies.
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Contacts





	Address: 
27 Old Gloucester Street,
London, United Kingdom, WC1N 3AX
	E-mail: 
[email protected]


	 
	 
	 
	 











Be in touch






Your e-mail:
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